Time synchronization and localization in underwater environment are challenging due to high propagation delay, time measurement error, and node mobility. Although synchronization and localization depend on each other and have the similar process, they have been usually handled separately. In this paper, we suggest time synchronization and localization based on the semiperiodic property of seawater movement, called SLSMP. Firstly, we analyze error factors in time synchronization and localization and then propose a method to handle those errors. For more accurate synchronization, SLSMP controls the transmission instant by exploiting the pattern of seawater movement and node deployment. Then SLSMP progressively decreases the localization errors by applying the Kalman filter or averaging filter. Finally, INS (inertial navigation system) is adopted to relieve localization error caused by node mobility and error propagation problem. The simulation results show that SLSMP reduces time synchronization error by 2.5 ms and 0.56 ms compared with TSHL and MU-Sync, respectively. Also localization error is lessened by 44.73% compared with the single multilateration.
Introduction
Ocean infrastructures like offshore plants have been garnering great attention owing to huge potential benefits of marine resources [1, 2] . Also, necessity of real-time monitoring for marine environment is growing to immediately deal with critical accidents that can be caused by unpredicted events like high temperature of sea water, red tide, oil spill, and so on. According to this trend, many researchers from academic and industrial are studying UWSN (underwater sensor networks) recently. UWSN applications can remotely control marine architectures and monitor marine ecosystem. However, UWSN has some challenges due to the nature of underwater communication channel characterized by errorprone and long propagation delay. In addition, constant movement of underwater sensors has to be accounted for network protocol design. So, it is impossible that we adopt well-refined terrestrial communication mechanisms into the underwater environment directly.
Although time synchronization is crucial for various applications such as localization and low-power sleep scheduling MAC protocols, existing synchronization schemes did not fully consider practical issues, like channel access delay. The delay can be ignored in terrestrial scenario where propagation speeds are extremely high, but not in the water due to the low speed of acoustic signal. Furthermore, contention based MAC protocols like CSMA may cause high channel access delay, resulting in a large gap between the time recorded at a timestamp and the actual transmission instant. As a result, the synchronization error increases because it is based on the accurate time measurement. Last but not least, the node movement also affects the synchronization performance, but it is still remained as a challenge.
Existing localization schemes do not support the localization accuracy requested by recent applications such as a navigation system and a location based routing protocol. Mobility of reference nodes is critical for accurate localization, but it is totally neglected in existing researches. Also, errors in measuring the sending/receiving time, which happen due to constrained hardware capability or signal irregularity, seriously degrade the localization accuracy, but there have been no researches considering them. So, this paper proposes an enhanced time synchronization and localization called SLSMP (synchronization and localization using seawater 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks movement pattern). SLSMP controls the transmission instant by reflecting the fact that node mobility caused by seawater movement like tide and wave follows semiperiodic patterns. Also, SLSMP compensates the sending time recorded at timestamp by removing the channel access delay from timestamp with one more transmission. In addition, the adoption of INS (inertial navigation system) mitigates the influence of node mobility on both synchronization and localization.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
(i) SLSMP accomplishes time synchronization and localization simultaneously and then it can be applied to many applications and other layers like MAC or network.
(ii) SLSMP considers node mobility in real-time by using INS and seawater movement pattern.
(iii) SLSMP deals with the issues of reference inaccuracy and the time measurement error that have not yet been addressed in previous researches on localization. Also, channel access delay, which significantly affects the synchronization, is removed by using application layer timestamp.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces previous works related to time synchronization and localization in UWNS. Section 3 defines the error factors in each field and then mathematically and experimentally analyzes how they affect the accuracy of synchronization and localization. Based on the analysis in Section 3, enhanced time synchronization and localization, SLSMP, are proposed in Section 4. Section 5 shows the simulation results, and Section 6 summarizes this paper and suggests future work.
Related Work
2.1. Time Synchronization. Time synchronization problem is caused by clock skew and offset. An angular frequency on crystal oscillator is finely drifted by several elements such as temperature, pressure, and voltage, and this variation is called "skew. " Meanwhile offset can be arisen when each sensor node has a different system booting time. TSHL is a time synchronization protocol designed for high propagation and static networks [3] . In TSHL, reference and target node exchange timestamp several times. Then reference node estimates skew and offset through linear regression by exploiting time information acquired during the message exchanges. But it is impractical that they assumed that all nodes are stationary in the underwater environment. To overcome this limitation, MU-Sync provides time synchronization considering mobile scenario [4] . MU-Sync conducts two phase synchronizations. Estimated skew and offset in the first linear regression are utilized to remove propagation delay in received timestamp and the second linear regression carried out with more accurate time information calculates the skew and offset again. MU-Sync accomplished more accurate synchronization than TSHL by improving the accuracy of timestamp. But performance of this protocol is deteriorated when nodes move constantly during the message exchanges because they regard the half of RTT (round trip time) as the propagation delay.
Meanwhile, some synchronization methods try to estimate node mobility so as to improve the accuracy. Synchronization with the Doppler effect is also one of the approaches [5] [6] [7] . Those schemes calculate propagation delay just like MU-Sync but they measure frequency shift instead of RTT. Based on relative speed observed in the frequency shift, the reference node establishes several linear equations and then derives skew and offset by solving the simultaneous equation. They, however, unrealistically assumed that Doppler effect is consistently happening during message exchange. Moreover, they did not consider angles between transmitter and receiver, which strongly affect the frequency shift measurements. In addition the performance of those protocols is nondeterministic since relative distance between nodes is changed by their own absolute position which is difficult to know in underwater scenarios. Khandoker et al. [8] have proposed synchronization using node mobility designed by Gauss-Markov model and kinematic model. However, it cannot precisely describe the exact mobility pattern because seawater movement is dynamically changed.
In contrast, SLSMP sophisticatedly measures node mobility in real-time by using INS and semiperiodic properties of seawater movement. Therefore, SLSMP can guarantee the localization accuracy, in spite of node mobility due to seawater movement.
Localization.
Localization for underwater sensor networks has been widely explored, and a number of algorithms have been proposed in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, those protocols are not suitable for underwater networks because they do not consider node mobility that dominantly affects the localization accuracy. Localization considering node mobility was proposed in [14, 15] . Particularly, [15] suggests SLMP which localizes the nodes with two main phases, that is, mobility prediction and localization, based on node mobility patterns demonstrated as a semiperiodic property. All the nodes measure their own trajectory referring to mobility of other nodes at the prediction phase in SLMP. After reference nodes complete the mobility prediction, they broadcast their location and mobility information. If the number of its known reference nodes is equal to or larger than four, a target node conducts localization. Main contribution of the SLMP is that they introduce localization scheme considering node mobility in real-time, but the performance of localization is determined by an accuracy of the mobility prediction. In other word, SLMP cannot guarantee the accurate localization in some cases where mobility prediction is poorly carried out. Particularly, mobility prediction conducted by referring to other nodes' movement is not appropriate in underwater because spatial correlation is low due to sparse node density. Also, it cannot promptly handle mobility variation since a mechanism detecting and correcting for mobility variation is absent in the SLMP.
Meanwhile, JSL [16] proposes localization scheme joined with time synchronization for underwater sensor networks. Time synchronization is essential for the localization because all localization schemes base on an accurate time International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 measurement. So, JSL alternately conducts synchronization and localization and this approach simultaneously improve both of the accuracies. Furthermore, JSL enhances the localization by adopting IMM filter. IMM filter is an estimation method to trace the state of observing values. The IMM filter predicts mobility patterns of the node by running Kalman and extended Kalman filter in parallel. However, the JSL's performance might be degraded in some cases because a state transition matrix used to model all possible mobility patterns is based on probability. Also, the matrix with only some static values cannot cover dynamically changed mobility patterns. Recently, some researchers have suggested AUV (autonomous underwater vehicle)-aided localization using directional antenna in [17] [18] [19] [20] . They improved the localization accuracy because AUV provides relatively highprecision information to the nodes. However, the usage of AUV can restrict the scope of application due to the high cost and difficulty in management. In addition, AUV itself has inaccurate location information because INS error is accumulated during a long-term mission. Consequently, all nodes using the AUV for localization cannot estimate their position correctly.
SLSMP can provide advanced localization by fully considering node mobility without any special equipment like AUV or directional antenna as mentioned above. Also, most previous researches have not considered the mobility of reference nodes and time measurement error frequently happened in underwater scenario. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research dealing with those practical issues. In Section 3.2, we explain the problems in more detail.
Error Analysis

Time Synchronization.
For time synchronization, SLSMP employs linear regression just like TSHL and MU-Sync except for an adoption of weighted mean square error. To improve accuracy of synchronization, we define and analyze error factors on the linear regression in this section. Linear regression is a mathematical tool to infer relationship between two dependent variables [21] . In other words, after establishing a linear equation, = + , where variables and have dependent relationship with each other and regression processing derives and that make the sum of squared errors minimum among given data sets. If local time in reference and target node is regarded as and , skew and offset are denoted as and , respectively, we can synchronize the clock by deriving and through linear regression with given timestamps. Let us look at the message exchange process for gathering time information. The reference node writes down its sending time on timestamp and then sends it to target nodes. After receiving the timestamp, target node marks its local time. They acquire time information by repeating this unidirectional message exchange total times and has to be large enough to make RMSE (root mean square error) smaller than a predefined acceptable value. We can model time relation between a reference and a target node as follows:
where and are the skew and offset of the target node and and are the local time of the reference and the target node, respectively. But random channel access delay caused by contention for channel occupation and propagation delay will be occurred in real message exchanges. Previous studies just focused on the correction of error caused by propagation delay, but this approach is insufficient for accurate time synchronization because channel access delay also affects the accuracy of timestamp as much as propagation delay does in an acoustic channel. Moreover the more nodes contend for channel occupation, the less accurate the delay prediction is. So, the elimination of channel access delay from timestamp is essential. Equation (1) can be rewritten as (2) where propagation and channel access delay in the th transmission among time message exchanges are denoted as , , , , respectively, and the sum of both delays is defined as :
is substituted by for simplicity ( ≅ 1) since our concern is only the impact of the on linear regression. Then (2) can be rewritten as follows: Figure 1 gives us a clue to understand the impact. A time relation between two nodes is formed as L1 and a gradient of L1 is skew. L1 moves to L2 when offset, , is occurred by different system starting times. We may get linear equation like L4, however, because of as mentioned above. The notable thing in Figure 1 is that we can get linear equation having precise skew if all is almost same at every message exchange like L3. Strictly speaking, the fundamental error factor in skew estimation is not the propagation and channel access delay themselves but the variation of them at each communication. In previous researches, they intensely focus on how to remove the delays, but it is challenging in underwater where precise skew estimation is quite difficult since unpredictable delays take place at every communication. So our proposed protocol tries to make constant rather than removing them from timestamp. That is the novelty of our approach as compared with others.
The sum of squared errors can be represented as follows:
We partially differentiate (4) with and , respectively, and then arrange the equation as related to and for finding and which minimize ( , ). The expressions are presented as follows:
Also (3) can be presented as (6) in the same manner: If this follows the same process mentioned above, the estimated skew and offset can be calculated, respectively, as follows:
The error in skew estimation caused by iŝ−̂and the quantity is shown as follows:
If we assume that at every message exchange is equivalent and reference node sends timestamp in interval , the numerator in (8) is concisely rewritten aŝ
As you can see in (9) , although timestamps include , it does not give any impact on skew estimation when they are constant. Meanwhile,̂−̂represents the influence of on offset estimation and it is calculated as follows:
The expansion of (10) under the same assumption introduced above can be simplified as follows:
If we do not consider on offset estimation, estimated offset results from the sum of original offset and̂−̂because the equation has always negative values when is greater than one. As a result, the bigger the average of is, the larger the error is in offset estimation.
Localization.
The limitations of the previous localizations are mainly two parts: first, the absence of location updating mechanism on the reference nodes deployed in underwater; second, neglecting time measurement error commonly happened in practice. Their impact on the localization accuracy is specifically explained as follows.
Reference Mobility.
All localization algorithms in UWSN estimate node positions in hierarchical manner. Namely, the buoy nodes become the reference node by acquiring location information using GPS. The underwater sensors deployed near the buoy are firstly localized referring to those buoy nodes, and then they also become references. These localization processes will be repeated until all nodes in the network discover their own locations. At the processes, once determined the position, underwater sensors cannot update their position because they do not use any available real-time location system like RTLS or GPS despite the fact that the locations of the sensors are continuously changed. Consequently, the gaps between known and actual current position make localization error. Let us provide an example to help understand. In Figure 2 (a), node E discovers its location as (3, 3, 3) in 3-dimensional space. After that, node E is referred to as reference node for the localization of node F. The location of node E, however, is different from previous localized position, that is, (4, 2, 4) as shown in Figure 2 (b). Eventually, node E conducts localization with old information, (3, 3, 3), because it cannot detect or realize the real-time location. The localization error made by the absence of location updating is proportional to the range of movement. In addition, buoy nodes also provide inaccurate location because GPS has location error itself.
Errors in Time Measurement.
Localization can be categorized into range-based and range-free. In general, the range-based exploiting measured angle or distance between transmitter and receiver is known as more precise localization such as triangulation and multilateration. However, the Range-based schemes cannot guarantee theoretical accuracy when time or distance measurement includes some noises. Some noise factors are briefly summarized as follows.
(i) Transmission delay: it means the time lag between sending time recorded on a timestamp and actual transmission moment. Commonly, transmitter records sending time at the MAC (medium access control) layer, but the node cannot send the timestamp immediately because some latency is randomly occurred for channel contention. As a result, the transmitter attempts to transfer later than the recorded time. (ii) Reception delay: reception delay is the elapsed time from signal detection at a device to interpretation on application layer. Such interrupt handler or radio state transition delay makes reception delay. Unfortunately, sensor nodes cannot appropriately handle since that kind of delay is unpredictable.
(iii) Time synchronization: as we mention above, frequency of oscillator is finely varied according to external condition like temperature and pressure or by limitation in a process of manufacture. Consequently, that makes some time difference and it is known as skew. Different booting time between each node is also regarded as a main factor in time-sync problem and it is commonly called offset. If each node works on different local times due to skew and offset, localization accuracy will be dramatically dropped.
If you want to know about time synchronization in more detail, you can refer to a preceding chapter.
(iv) Acoustic speed: propagation speed of acoustic is determined according to depth, temperature, and salinity, but almost all studies regard it as constant value, 1500 m/s. This assumption is unpractical since acoustic signal arrives at each reference node with different propagation speeds.
(v) Refraction of the signal: as mentioned above, propagation speed of acoustic signal is changed according to the state of communication medium and the variation reflects acoustic signals. Consequently, the signal travels along with some curves rather than the straight line. Therefore, ToA (time of arrival) or TDoA (time difference of arrival) which considers distance as the product of propagation speed and reception time difference between receivers cannot estimate accurate distance because they assume propagation path is straight.
Furthermore, multipath padding in shallow water, unpredictable noise in receiver and incidence angle of transmitter can also distort time measurement. To grasp the impact of reference's mobility and time measurement error on multilateration, let us refer to Figure 3 . We measured localization errors while increasing the movement boundary from 2 to 4 m and errors in time measurement from 0 to 5 ms. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the greater the movement and measurement error is, the more the localization error grows. If acoustic propagation speed and measured time error are denoted by V and delta Δ , respectively, the distance measurement error can be represented as Δ × V; for example, the error in distance estimation is about 1.5 m with 1 ms time measurement error.
Although time measurement error and unreliability of the reference position severely affect localization accuracy as described above, previous researches do not consider those error factors into localization at all. In addition, most of them just focus on insignificant topics such as how to reduce the number of required reference or message overhead rather than improvement of localization accuracy. Therefore, we propose enhanced and practical UWSN localization while considering the error factors using INS and filter theories in the next section.
Proposed Method
The target aquatic environment of our protocol is offshore with a depth of less than 400 m. In this application, we assume that transmission range is within 100 m even though the currently developed transmitter module can send a packet further than our assumption. This is due to the fact that multihop communication is more reliable than direct communication because multipath fading dominantly drops the packet delivery ratio in the offshore [22] . SLSMP is organized as shown in Figure 4 . The reference nodes are attached to buoys and can get the global time from GPS and GPS provides real-time location to the references. We assume that sensor nodes deployed in underwater are equipped with tiny gyro and acceleration sensors thanks to MEMS (microelectro mechanical systems) technology. Those sensors act as INS (inertial navigation system) to trace the node's trajectories in real time. Node deployment in underwater is another challenge and how to deploy the sensors is mainly determined by application's features. However, in general scenario, underwater researches assume that each node is fastening to seabed or ocean infrastructures with a wire or an anchor [23] . Therefore our target system follows the manner and then node mobility is just allowed within certain boundary. Also, according to the ocean hydrodynamic and real experiments, ocean currents apply periodic force to floating objects [24, 25] . In other words, nodes move around not randomly but semiperiodically. Based on this knowledge, we insist that all nodes have semiperiodical mobility pattern.
Protocol Overview.
In this section, we briefly describe SLSMP protocol. SLSMP consists of three phases, namely, SP (sending point) selection based on trajectory tracking, message exchange, and time synchronization/localization. Most of all, underwater sensors record their semiperiodical mobility pattern using INS for some interval and then decide SP. SP is the only site where the target node sends a timestamp.
This effort makes the target node stationary even though the node is constantly moving actually. Consequently, error caused by node mobility in synchronization/localization is markedly relieved. It will be specifically explained later. To extract the SP from the recorded trajectories, the sensor evenly divides the movement area into several small cubes and examines how many times it is located at each cube during the trajectory tracking phase. The highest hit ratio means that the node has arrived at the location frequently and it will reach the cube in the future periodically. If the node founds several points with the same hit ratio, a cube with smallest moving speed of the node is preferentially selected as SP. This is due to the fact that a node maybe sends a timestamp in the near SP instead of correct SP because the transmission can be delayed by the MAC access delay and the node moves to other places during that time. If node's moving speed per unit time is low, however, the transmission point is almost the same with the SP since the node rarely moves in the area. After selection of the SP, the target node monitors their location in real-time and sends timestamp only when it is located at SP. Upon receiving a packet, the references record reception time and receiving position and reply with a timestamp including the recorded information. After this message is exchanged several times, SLSMP completes time synchronization and localization with linear regression and filtering, respectively. In the following sections, we will describe the details of the algorithm.
Time Synchronization.
From Section 3, we know that propagation and channel access delay affect the accuracy of time synchronization based on linear regression. Also, we can improve the synchronization accuracy by keeping the values as a constant at all message exchanges. The ultimate goal of SLSMP stems from these observations; thus SLSMP will try to make equivalent at every message exchange to form the time relation like L3 in Figure 1 . In addition, based on the estimated skew, offset can be derived by calculating RTT. In order to achieve our design goal, we introduce two methods: first, elimination of the channel access delays from timestamps using additional one more transmission; second, maintaining the , as the same value for every message exchange. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research that utilizes node mobility pattern for time synchronization.
Although timestamp can be recorded at all layers except for the PHY layer, writing a transmitting time at lower layers is more desirable since unpredictable delay might be happened during packet delivery from upper to lower layers. Unfortunately, current MAC timestamp mechanisms cannot deal with time difference between the recorded transmitting time on timestamp and the real transmission instant due to the channel access delay as shown in Figure 5 (a). To remove this gap, we propose application layer timestamp. In SLSMP, the ( + 1)th timestamp includes the th transmission time as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). After random channel access delay, a sensor node writes the instant of transmission on memory and then delivers the recorded time on the next transmission. A target node can acquire the th timestamp not including channel access delay in the ( + 1)th timestamp. So sensor node can utilize a precise timestamp without channel access delay even if a number of nodes are contending for a channel. Although SLSMP requires additional transmission, it is trivial overhead in the message exchange process where numerous transmissions and receptions occurred. Meanwhile, to maintain the sum of channel access and propagation delays as constant, SLSMP exploits the feature of seawater movement and node deployment. As mentioned above, a target node begins message exchange by broadcasting its timestamp when it is located at SP. When a target node broadcasts the th timestamp, it contains the ( − 1)th transmission time 1, −1 and propagation delay , −1 . A way of how to calculate the propagation delay is explained later.
If a target node broadcast timestamp, multiple references will receive the packet, so a reference among them is randomly selected for time synchronization. Upon receiving a packet, the selected reference node records the target's timestamp 1, −1 , the packet reception time 1, , and their receiving location, = ( , , ), respectively. After that, the reference node sends and their replying time 2, to the target node. Other nonselected reference nodes also send their reception time and position for calculation of TDoA used in localization. Upon receiving a packet from the reference, the target node checks reception time 2, and calculates propagation delay as follows:
The message exchange process is depicted in Figure 6 . After finishing the message exchange phase, the selected reference node calculates its average receiving locations, = ( , , ). In addition, the selected reference node sets up an equation for a method of weighted least squares as follows:
If the speed of propagation acoustic channel is V, the weight, , is represented as follows:
where , is distance between points and . The ultimate purpose of weights is to minimize the skew estimation error caused by variation of the reference's receiving locations at each message exchange. Weights multiplied by the squared errors adjust the impact of errors on skew estimation. In other words, if the receiving location is far from , the weight is decreased to reduce the impact of the error; otherwise the weight increases according to (14) . Finally, we can derive skew, , satisfying (15) using the partial derivative:
After estimating the skew, we calculate the offset by utilizing the estimated skew. The consist of propagation and channel access delay, but channel access delay, , , can be ignored with application timestamp suggested in Section 4.3. Therefore we make an equation by referring to (2) as follows:
where is offset calculated in the + 1th message exchange. Ultimately, the offset between two nodes is estimated as follows:̂=
4.4. Localization. Meanwhile, after selection of the SP, target node monitors their location in real-time and sends a timestamp to references only when it is in the SP for localization. Upon receiving a timestamp, the references record the reception point and time and reply to the target by transferring the recording information. If the number of references is greater than or equal to four, the target discovers its location by referring to them. SLSMP adopts multilateration already which introduced many previous researches. Before discussing our localization protocol, let us introduce multilateration briefly. When target node K and references A, B, C, and D are deployed in the network, we denote the position of k and a certain target node as ( , , ) and ( , , ), respectively ( ∈ {A, B, C, D}). The corresponding To A (time of arrival) at each reference is given by the following equations:
where V is propagation speed of acoustic signal. If the node A is selected as reference point, the calculation of TDoA between A and K is calculated by
The calculation of TDoA between certain reference node R and A is calculated by
In (20), the is time measurement error happened in actual communication. Finding a location of target ( , , ) using (20) is not to get unique solution but to minimize the sum of squared errors, that is, optimization problem. So, in this paper, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was adopted to find an optimization solution in nonlinear localization system. However, the estimated location still has some error due to the inaccuracy of the references and time measurement. Therefore, some compensation scheme is required to improve the localization performance.
Accurate location estimation with only one localization process is very difficult in harsh underwater environment containing many unpredictable measurement errors and node mobility. Instead, we can get the more accurate location by conducting multiple localization processes. In other words, localization accuracy will be gradually improved by repetitive estimation and correction operations progressing until the accuracy is stable. Therefore, SLSMP performs location estimation a total of times only when the target is in predefined area SP. The th estimated location of target node through multilateration is denoted by , . Then the , becomes input to filters for iterative data processing. Meanwhile, considered filters for error correction in this paper are the Kalman filter and averaging filter. They are explained in more detail as below.
Kalman Filter.
The Kalman filter widely used in many fields is a recursive data processing algorithm to estimate unknown variables containing random errors [26] . The unknown values mean target location represented by ( , , ) in underwater space. It is already introduced and utilized in some underwater localization like JSL [16] , the representative localization protocol exploiting the Kalman filter. The JSL uses IMM filter, a mixture of Kalman filter and EKF (extended Kalman filter), to estimate the target location and approximate the node trajectory with state transition matrix. However, it is impossible that the state transition matrix precisely describes all possible node mobility patterns due to their natures described by probabilistic and static. As a result, localization performance might get worse considerably. Also, the EKF which smoothly linearizes nonlinear system has a possibility of divergence when initial estimation is wrong or system design is inappropriate. In contrast to the JSL, the proposed method is independent of all possible mobility patterns on the use of the Kalman filter by sending the timestamp only at the specific areas, SP. In other words, we make the system linearly to avoid impractical modeling. 
Estimated location by the th iteration is denoted as , and final estimation of the node is completed through times of iteration.
Averaging Filter.
Estimation accuracy of the Kalman filter is influenced by the reliability of the system modeling. Moreover, in cases where distribution of the measured locations or measured time errors do not follow a normal distribution, the filter performance cannot be guaranteed because the basic assumption of the Kalman filter is that the errors follow a normal distribution.
Consequently, localization using the Kalman filter has some challenge in underwater where the time measurement errors arise nondeterministically. Accordingly, we consider the potential of the averaging filter which does not require system modeling in contrast to the Kalman filter [27] . Intuitively speaking, the averaging filter estimates current state as the average of the observed data. The measured locations , are distributed around the SP because every localization of the target is carried out only in the SP. Thus, the average of , can improve the localization accuracy by countervailing the estimated location errors. Estimated location , through the th iteration of the averaging filter can be represented by recursive equation as follows:
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks The Kalman and averaging filters are the same in terms of iterative data processing to estimate the state. The crucial difference between two filters is that the Kalman filter dynamically adapts weight to measured values at every estimation phase based on the difference between prediction and actual measurement while the averaging filter just assigns the same weight to all measured values as illustrated in (23) . Therefore, the performances of Kalman filter known as optimal recursive data processing algorithm is similar to or lower than the averaging filter according to system modeling reliability and the distribution of measured locations.
Finally, the target nodes discover SP through a total of times multilateration and error correction with filters as described above. The process of each filter for localization is described in Figure 7 . After that, the target nodes update their position in real time using INS to provide the newest information to other target nodes. As a result, the localization accuracy will be considerably increased by removing the impact of reference mobility in localization process.
Simulation
Mobility
Modeling. Tidal areas are determined by the strength of tidal currents and the shallowness. The interaction of tidal currents and the sharp of bottom make residual currents. Thus a flow field in tidal areas is dominantly created by a tidal and a residual current field. We modeled the flow field as follows. The kinematic model in [15] is one of the general solutions. This model roughly approximates the node mobility. According to the model, speed of a node in X and Y directions is represented as
where 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , , and V are probability variables related to the environmental factors. Although some papers adopt this model to simulate their protocols, we cannot directly use them in our simulation. This is the due to the fact that underwater node has some movement boundaries by a loop in our assumption. We measure trajectory of a node in direction based on (24) by utilizing the integral and the result is depicted in Figure 8(a) . The node position is periodically changed forming sine curve but one notable thing is that the node is gradually drifted to direction. Consequently, if some boundary cannot be established, the node is away from mission area and eventually loses its purpose. As a result, this model cannot fully describe node mobility pattern because feature of deployment is ignored. Figure 8(b) shows measurement of the node trajectory with the same parameters except for boundary setting. As seen in the figure, the node trajectory has semiperiodical properties within some boundary. This is more practical model considering node deployment. In addition, the node periodically reaches the same location pointed with circles in the figure, that is, 20 m in direction. This result supports our assumption that the node periodically arrives at some area represented by SP in this paper. Then we simplify and approximate the model as elliptical orbit in an -plane. The main contribution of this modeling is explained as two parts. First, according to the simulation results, the boundary width is rapidly changed with a small growth of 1 and in (24) . So, the model cannot show the gradual change of errors according to the growth of boundary width. Second, the kinematic model is subject to node speed rather than position. Therefore, the model cannot show impact of node movement in synchronization and localization intuitively. Our node mobility model is represented as follows:
where and are subject to the normal distribution with and as the mean and 0.1 and 0.1 as the standard deviation respectably and , are initial location of the node. Our model is more simple and practical while having similar semiperiodical properties with the kinematic model. The node deployment and mobility modeling is described in Figure 9 .
Also, the simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 . The network size is 400 × 400 × 400 m 3 . This is because we assume that the maximum transmission range is 100 m and maximum hop count is three. According to the datasheet for Berkeley motes [28] , the upper bound of skew is 40 ppm and previous synchronization literatures commonly follow that. The offset of 5 seconds is assumed between a reference and a target node at the beginning. A GPS has some location errors ranging from 0.5 m to 3 m in general and they can be increased or decreased depending on the used technology, weather condition, seawater movement, and so forth. Here, we decide the GPS error as 1.7 m without loss of generality.
Time Synchronization.
To evaluate SLSMP, well-known schemes, TSHL and MU-Sync using linear regression like our protocol, are selected as the comparisons. Firstly, we observed the errors on skew estimation as increasing the number of transmission and Figure 10 represents the simulation results. In this simulation, MU-Sync and TSHL need to transmit the timestamp fifty times for convergence of the accuracy of skew estimation while the number of required packets in SLSMP is just twenty. This is due to the fact that the accuracy of skew estimation is low when nodes move constantly during message exchange. This situation occupies a large part in a small amount of message exchange in comparisons. On the other hand, SLSMP prevents that problem by keeping the distance between two nodes with adjustment of transmission location and weight based linear regression. Therefore SLSMP conducts synchronization using less transmission. One notable thing is that SLSMP's estimation error looks like almost zero in the figure, but it is because the error is very small relatively as compared with others. In SLSMP, the error in case of four times of message transmissions is actually 0.023 ms and the error decreases as to the number of message exchange increases like other protocols. Figure 11 shows the impact of channel access delay on offset estimation. As in the analysis in Section 3, errors on offset estimation are proportional to channel access delay in the compared protocols. The accuracy on offset estimation in SLSMP, however, is not affected by channel access delay because the delay is removed from timestamps. The reason why MU-Sync more accurately estimates offset than TSHL is that MU-Sync eliminates some part of channel access delay from timestamps when propagation delays are removed. From the simulation result, we can say that the SMP-Sync provides more reliable timestamps no matter how many active nodes contend for a channel occupation. Figure 12 shows that the error in time estimation since execution of time synchronization where average channel access delay is assumed as 10 ms. SLSMP shows better time estimation as compared with others thanks to the more precise skew and offset estimation. The accurate time estimation has advantages in terms of not only provision of accurate time but also long time synchronization interval leading to saving the energy.
Finally, we evaluated the accuracy of skew estimation in the case that each node has some randomness in their mobility. Although seawater flow cannot be abruptly changed within certain area in an instant, unpredictable external force, for example, a school of fish or fishing craft's activities, can affect the node's trajectory. Nevertheless, the sensor node still detects a proximity to the SP, because INS traces the real time location of the node. However, it takes much time for a node to reach the SP since the previous transmission. Naturally, time for synchronization will be increased and they will bring about the accumulated error in the trajectory tracking. In other words, as time goes on, the error makes a certain difference between the original SP and the estimated SP. To grasp the impact of the tracking error on SLSMP, we observed the error in skew estimation according to the tracking errors following probability distribution, ∼( , 1), and the mean, , was varied from 0 to 3.0 m. As you can see in Figure 13 , the estimating errors rarely grow although the tracking error increases. This is because node recognizes wrong position as the original TP and keeps sending timestamp at the wrong position. As a result, the transmission location was still fixed at the wrong point. From the simulation result, our method is capable of handling non-periodic mobility pattern by exploiting the characteristic of node deployment and sensor fusion technology, that is, INS.
Localization. One of the main contributions is that
SLSMP considerably improves localization accuracy as well as time synchronization. In this simulation, we choose a single multilateration without the INS as a comparison. In addition, we do not take account of some cases where a target node cannot conduct localization due to the relative location from the references because the ultimate goal of the simulations is only to evaluate localization accuracy. That problem is specifically described in [13] . We denote the SLSMP with the averaging filter as SLSMP-A and the Kalman filter as SLSMP-K, respectively.
It is true that the more the number of iteration is, the better the accuracy has in location estimation using filters. However, the proposed method must control the number of messages exchanged because excessive number of messages cause severe energy consumption. So, we must find out the optimal number of message exchanges that is enough to guarantee convergence of the localization accuracy. Figure 14 shows localization errors according to the number of message exchanges where the error in time measurement is 1 ms, and and are 2 m, respectively. Localization error gradually goes down with the increase of the number of message exchanges in SLSMP as illustrated by Figure 14 . In the comparison between the two filters, the Kalman filter shows somewhat high accuracy, but the difference is trivial. This is due to the fact that system modeling and parameters adjusting Kalman gain heavily affect the estimation accuracy. Also, this is consistent with our explanation. Meanwhile, SLSMP decides the number of message exchanges as twenty based on the simulation result. Figure 15 describes the effect of time measurement error on localization. In this simulation, the error is generated by the product of probability variable, , following normal distribution and time error Δ . As mentioned above, among a lot of factors affecting the error, the variation of channel access delay and acoustic propagation delay is one of the most important ones. However, we consider only the latter in our simulation because the channel access delay has been already removed by adopting the application layer timestamp. The acoustic velocity is determined by the following equation: 
where , , and are temperature, depth, and salinity, respectively. In short-haul communication, that is, within 100 m transmission range, and are always same in all areas in our network. If we assume that and are fixed and temperature is 35 ∘ C, the time measurement error is about 2 ms with 100 m commutation range in a grid topology. So, we observe the localization error while varying Δ from 0 to 2 ms. In the figure, the localization accuracy in all protocols is declined with the increase of the time errors. As you can see from the gradient of each protocol, however, SLSMP is less affected by the error as compared with the only multilateration. This is due to the fact that localization errors are corrected by the filters. Actually, SLSMP reduces localization error by 2.8 m as compared to the multilateration scheme when the time measurement error, Δ , is 2 ms. Meanwhile, the difference is gradually lessened as Δ becomes smaller, and the multilateration method gives the higher performance than SLSMP while Δ is less than 0.7 ms. This is because multilateration is enough to accurate localization itself in small time measurement error, whereas SLSMP might be affected by some outliers during interactive data processing. One of the advantages of SLSMP is durable against node mobility. To prove this, we observe the localization errors while changing from 2 to 8 m. As shown in Figure 16 , the more the node mobility grows, the bigger the localization error is in all methods. However, growth rate of the error in SLSMP is relatively low than the other by using fresh location information given by INS. Actually, SLSMP reduces the localization error by 3.4 m when mobility range is 8 m. It means that the INS is outstanding equipment in underwater localization.
As the localization is progressed, localization error will be accumulated. Figure 17 shows the mean of localization error from randomly chosen 16 nodes according to the hop count. As illustrated in the figure, although the localization accuracy of all methods is gradually reduced with growth of hop-distance, SLSMP shows a similar localization error at each hop distance. This is due to the fact that the location accuracy of the reference is affected by accumulated error and node mobility in the comparison. In contrast, only accumulated error affects the reference accuracy thanks to the INS relieving an impact of node mobility. From the simulation result, we can say that SLSMP is obviously practical in the deep sea where normally multihop communication is used in the networks.
Finally, we analyze the impact of the INS accuracy on the localization. So far, SLSMP assumes that the INS provides accurately updated location to the nodes and consequently target nodes are able to send a timestamp only when they reach the exact SP. However, many industrial experts address the problem of INS error and it can rapidly be increased by an unexpected tide. Therefore, the target will send a timestamp around SP rather than correct SP due to the misunderstanding about its current location as mentioned in time synchronization simulation. In addition, the location updating is not precise anymore by the INS error and it makes the reference location inaccurate. Although the INS error problem was addressed by experts recently, the exact values have not been reported so far because the error is not predictable and controllable. In this simulation, localization error was observed while varying the INS error from 0 to 0.5 m. Figure 18 shows difference of localization error in the absence and the presence of INS errors. As shown in the figure, the localization error cannot be notably increased, though the INS error is growing. This is due to the fact that the INS error is counterbalanced on the multiple reference nodes according to size or direction of the errors. From the result, it is obvious that node mobility and time measurement error dominantly affect the localization process rather than INS error.
Conclusion
We proposed enhanced time synchronization and localization, named SLSMP, using features of seawater movement and sensor deployment. We define error factors affecting the accuracy of synchronization and localization with mathematical and experimental analysis. The adjustment of transmission instant and weighted least squares regression relieves skew estimation error caused by variation of propagation delay. Moreover, SLSMP provides more practical and accurate synchronization because the unpredictable channel access is removed by applying the application layer timestamp. Furthermore, localization accuracy is considerably improved with knowledge about sensor deployment, INS and filter technique. One interesting fact is that the Kalman filter and averaging filter have similar performance. The simulation results show that SLSMP outperforms the previous wellknown time synchronization protocols, TSHL and MU-Sync, in terms of the time accuracy and SLSMP also shows better performance in practical network environment containing time measurement errors and unreality of reference node as compared with a single multilateration.
In the future, we plan to enhance our work to localize mobile objects like AUV (autonomous unmanned vehicle). To do so, we will investigate the prediction algorithm for the mobile patterns and devise how to combine SLSMP with them.
